
The Business of 
Empowered Dressing 

Discover Your Authentic Style!
Confident. Unique. Intentional. 

Put ON your 
power!

Retail Therapist 
Extraordinaire, Glenda Polak, 
Proud Owner of 
Caprice Consignment



What should I wear?
Ah, that dreaded question every woman 
has asked herself in desperation while 
staring at a full closet of clothes.
It’s time to take control!

If you long for a smart, 
signature look that sets 
you apart, coordinated 
clothing choices 
that make you feel 
comfortable, confident 
& ready to conquer 
the world, then this 
is the program 
for you!



The Business of Empowered Dressing 
program will help you 

-Build self-confidence 
-Learn to trust your instincts 
-Celebrate your uniqueness 

You are your own personal brand, 
so own it! It is your way of expressing your 
individuality, your own uniqueness that 
separates you from the rest of the crowd. 
Life is not a dress rehearsal!



As a passionate shopper & fashion 
stylist, I’ve helped women fall in 
LOVE with getting dressed for years!

PUT ON YOUR POWER!!!
Ladies, let Glenda Polak teach you how to 

When you look at your wardrobe, ask yourself, 
“Would you buy all these same pieces again?”

If you answered “no”, you’re not alone. 
Let’s change all that. 

Working together, we will 
-  Show you how to intentionally create your 
 own distinctive style that enhances your life.

-  Teach you how to be a savvy shopper who  
 knows the best pieces, the RIGHT pieces & how  
 to achieve a polished, updated look that shows  
 the world who you really are.

-  Empower you to believe in yourself, to have 
	 confidence	in	your	style	&	trust	your	own	
 instincts in selecting & creating the fashion  
 ensembles you’ll love! 

Your personal brand 
is your best asset, 
so own it! 



You want to be memorable, 
so you need to be unique. 
Your individual style differentiates 
you from the crowd & helps you 
stand out from the rest. 

People feel compelled 
to know who you are, 
because you look 
worth knowing. 

Ladies, let Glenda Polak teach you how to 

We’ll help you 
Become the best 
version of YOU.

The Business of 
Empowered Dressing 



Here’s Your Exclusive 
Look Inside the Program
1. Assessment & Lifestyle
This segment will help you set productive 
goals to realize the benefits of our program 
while introducing you to the creative joy of 
playing dress-up with all kinds of clothes!

2. Getting to know the REAL YOU 
During this session, we’ll experiment with you 
trying on different styles in & outside your 
comfort zone to discover what really feels 
good on you.  

3. The Next Step...
You’ve had a chance to explore your closet. 
Now, let’s bring in some of those “trusted 
friends”, the pieces you truly love to wear 
& we’ll get creative at Caprice.



“
”

In order to be irreplaceable, 
one must always be different.

Coco Chanel 

Here’s Your Exclusive 
Look Inside the Program 4. Building your Dream Wardrobe

Creating an array of different, sample outfits at Caprice, you 
will discover how to listen to your intuition & trust it implicitly. 
We’ll help you select the best basic wardrobe components to 
buy & show you how they can be varied by additional, 
key pieces 

5. Accessories are necessities!   
This is where your unique personality can shine through! 
Ready now to debut your unique outfit, you will learn the 
fashion skills to create that perfect finishing touch.

LOVE the clothes you’re in!
Let Glenda show you the way to 
Fashion Finesse, Freedom & Fun!



 10630 170 St. Edmonton, AB    780-488-0240 
info@capriceconsignment.com   www.capriceconsignment.com

Only 5 simple sessions for a lifetime of 
confident style & distinctive self-expression.  

Clothes the Deal. 
Contact Glenda TODAY!  

Easy. Effective. Affordable.
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